For Business
Simple, secure and seamless
connectivity for mobile staff
anywhere in the world with
Goodspeed 4G mobile hotspot.
goodspeed.io

Substantial
Savings

Instant Data
Access

Secure
Connection

Web-based
Management
Tools

Real-time
Cost
Reporting

No overage fees,
no roaming bill
shocks

Instant Wi-Fi connection
without searching for
public Wi-Fi or local
SIMs

Personal, protected
wireless network
access always at
hand

Centralized connectivity
management with
admin tools and
statistics

Up-to-date info on
data usage and
connectivity costs,
no waiting until end
of the month

Goodspeed 4G mobile hotspot
€139 / hotspot (VAT 0%)
Monthly fee
€14,95 / hotspot (min 5 units)
Day pass
from €5,90 / from 250MB

Coverage in 100+
Goodspeed destinations
Personal
SIMs supported
Day pass refill

Centralized device
management
API access to data
Invoicing on request

First-Class Customer Service
Our customer support is available
by chat, phone or e-mail.
Response time is fast, and
many issues can be
solved remotely in
a matter of moments.

Are you evaluating
international connectivity
solutions?
Contact info@goodspeed.io to find out
how Goodspeed can benefit your company.

Customer Success Story
NXP finds invincible connectivity solution in
global Goodspeed 4G Mobile Hotspot
NXP Semiconductors had tried and tested international mobile connectivity
solutions that just weren’t living up to the expectations. They were complicated
to use and didn’t really bring any value. Something had to be done to cut down
roaming expenses and to improve employee efficiency abroad. Goodspeed
convinced NXP right from the start and the results from using the service have
been impressive.
%

80

- 80% saving on data roaming costs
- Improved productivity abroad

Connectivity issues
interfered with mobile work

From hassle to enjoyable user
experience and savings

Mr. Olli Hyyppä, Senior Vice President
and CIO for NXP Semiconductors, used
to be frustrated by how the lack of
suitable mobile connectivity tools were
limiting the employees’ chances of
getting work done while on the go.
Truphone was tested at some point but it
didn’t work as expected.

NXP had previously tested connectivity
solutions that in the end weren’t a
success. Either they were too difficult to
use or not cost efficient enough. The
Goodspeed concept was convincing in
every aspect.

“We were in reality not having mobile
data abroad. It was holding back our
productivity and creating excess costs.
The employees that had local mobile
data subscriptions or separate roaming
solutions were complaining about how
complicated they were to use, and the
others that were using only roaming data
were overspending big time. It was a
hassle in many ways,” says Hyyppä.

Reliable global data solution
delivers instant results
Hyyppä believes that the NXP’s decision
to invest in reliable global internet access
and to deploy Goodspeed has really paid
off. “Our mobile workers can now make
the most of their time on the road with
Goodspeed connection ready to be used
right when they land. Goodspeed has
brought us improved efficiency without
extra cost. Or better yet, improved
efficiency with savings.”

Are you evaluating
international connectivity
solutions?

“Goodspeed proved to be extremely easy
to deploy and use. Just switch it on and
there’s nothing else to worry about. In
addition, the cost benefits are great. Who
would have thought that you could have
both, efficiency and savings, in the same
package? On top of that the connection is
always secure which is something that
every CIO appreciates.”
“Our whole executive management team
have their own Goodspeed hotspots
wherever they travel and we’re now
offering the Goodspeed service also to
other travelling employees. Our mobile
staff have been very satisfied with their
data connections since they started to
use Goodspeed.”

The results were immediate. The
investment paid back already
during the first trip abroad.
Furthermore, since Goodspeed
was implemented, NXP’s monthly
data roaming costs have
decreased by more than 80%.

About NXP
Semiconductors
NXP Semiconductors N.V. creates
solutions that enable secure
connections for a smarter world.
Building on its expertise in High
Performance Mixed Signal electronics, NXP is driving innovation in the
automotive,
identification
and
mobile industries, and in application areas including wireless
infrastructure, lighting, healthcare,
industrial, consumer tech and
computing.
NXP has operations in more than
25 countries, and posted revenue
of $5.65 billion in 2014.

Who would
have thought
that you could have
both, efficiency and
savings, in the
same package?

Olli Hyyppä
Senior Vice President
and CIO for NXP
Semiconductors

Contact info@goodspeed.io to find out how
Goodspeed can benefit your company.

